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User’s Manual: GUI Software

Battery and Optical

All information contained in these materials, including products and product specifications, represents information on the product at the time of publication and is subject to change by Renesas Electronics Corp. without notice. Please review the latest information published by Renesas Electronics Corp. through various means, including the Renesas Electronics Corp. website (http://www.renesas.com).
The ISL94202 is a Li-ion battery monitor IC that supports from three to eight series connected cells. It provides complete battery monitoring and pack control. The ISL94202 provides automatic shutdown and recovery from out-of-bounds conditions and automatically controls pack cell balancing.

The internal configuration EEPROM makes the ISL94202 a highly configurable stand-alone device.

This document describes the Microsoft Excel based GUI created to provide a way for you to perform both demonstration and evaluation of the ISL94202. While this document does help to familiarize you with how to interact with the ISL94202 using the GUI, the ISL94202 datasheet should be used for further details about the device.

**Key Features**

- Communicates with the ISL94202 I²C port using a USB to I²C conversion dongle
- Supports both standard and isolated dongles (see “Communications Dongle” on page 4)
- Provides the ability to evaluate all important features of the ISL94202
- Complete EEPROM programming capability included
- Customizable Excel Visual Basic for applications source code is included

**Specifications**

The evaluation GUI is compatible with released versions of the ISL94202 and ISL94203 devices, evaluation kits, and dongles. The EEPROM programming portion of the GUI is compatible with files created by the legacy GUI and ISL94202 EEPROM Programming GUI.

- $V_{BAT}/V_{DD} = 4V$ to $36V$
- $I^2C$ clock frequency (SCL) = 400kHz

**Ordering Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISL94202IRTZ</td>
<td>ISL94202 48 Ld TQFN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISL94202EVEKIT1Z</td>
<td>ISL94202 evaluation kit, includes dongle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO-DONGLE1Z</td>
<td>Isolated USB to I²C conversion dongle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related Literature**

For a full list of related documents, visit our website:

- ISL94202, ISL94203 device pages
1. Functional Description

The ISL94202 evaluation GUI allows you to communicate with an ISL94202 device to evaluate the features of the device. The evaluation GUI also contains a simplified demonstration GUI, which provides a straight-forward way of understanding some key features of the ISL94202.

The GUI was implemented using Microsoft Excel and Visual Basic for Applications to be both portable and customizable given the included source code. GUI operation does not require Excel or VBA expertise, but customization of the GUI does.

**Note:** Many of the instructions in this document refer to changing the device thresholds to trigger a fault or another action. In most of these cases (such as cell voltage thresholds), the power supply voltage can also be changed to trigger the action. In all cases, the thresholds can be set as desired and then the voltage they are monitoring can be adjusted to test the function. This document was written with the intention of helping you become familiar with the GUI prior to evaluating the device operation, so the examples are simplified for this purpose.
2. Hardware Setup

An ISL94202 BMS assembly consists of the following components:

- ISL94202EVAL1Z - ISL94202 evaluation board
- ISL-DONGLE1Z - ISL94202 communications dongle with USB cable
- A resistor ladder board (or target battery pack)
- Power supply

2.1 Evaluation Board

The ISL94202 board as shipped from stock is set up for 8 cells.

Supply current can be monitored by connecting a voltmeter across CS1 and CS2.

![Figure 1. ISL94202EVAL1Z Board](image1)

2.2 Communications Dongle

The communications dongle is a board designed to isolate the ISL94202 evaluation board assembly ground from the PC and workbench grounds. Most Battery Management Systems (BMS) operate isolated from earth ground. When an oscilloscope probe is connected to the assembly it can provide a path to earth ground, which could potentially reset the ISL94202 in severe cases.

The dongle uses I²C communication in combination with the evaluation GUI to communicate with the ISL94202 device. Connect the Dongle to the PC using the provided USB cable.

**Note:** The communications dongle should not be connected to the ISL94202 evaluation board when powering up the evaluation board, or the dongle can prevent the ISL94202 from properly powering on.

![Figure 2. ISO-DONGLE1Z Board](image2)
2.3 Resistor Ladder
A resistor ladder board is used to mimic a cell stack (limited) if a battery pack is not available. AC or heavy load currents and cell balancing cause voltage fluctuations when using a resistor ladder that would not occur with batteries.

Connector J3 can be used to short out center cells for evaluation of systems with fewer than eight cells.

Each cell of the resistor ladder consists of three 300Ω resistors in parallel resulting in 100Ω per cell.

2.4 Power Supply
In many cases a battery pack is not available so the combination of a power supply and a resistor ladder is used. The power supply must be selected so it can supply the ladder, ISL94202, and load at the desired voltage without current limiting.

With the power supply disabled, connect the negative terminal to the GND clip and the positive terminal to the 8-Cell clip on the resistor ladder board.

Set the power supply output voltage to 28V but keep the output disabled. If using a reduced number of cells, set to the appropriate voltage.

Enable the power supply output prior to connecting the dongle and executing the Connect step in "Connect" on page 7.
2.5 BMS Assembly

The three boards previously described are connected together as shown in Figure 4.
3. Evaluation GUI

The following section contains information on how to use the evaluation portion of the GUI. To ensure proper operation, the steps should be completed in the order they are presented. Completing this section provides you with the level of experience required to feel comfortable using the kit for your application.

3.1 Launch

Open the workbook to get started, there is no installation required. **Note:** Macros are automatically disabled on some PCs. If the message **SECURITY WARNING Macros have been disabled** is visible beneath the menu bar, select **Enable Content**. See Figure 5.

Press the <Ctrl> and <J> keys simultaneously to start the GUI.

![Figure 5. Workbook View](image)

3.2 Connect

The GUI must detect that the dongle is present to operate, this is referred to as the Connect step. Connect the USB cable to the dongle then press the green **Connect** button to start the detection process as shown in Figure 6.

**Note:** The ISL94202 must be powered up before connecting the dongle to the ISL94202 I2C pins. If the ISL94202 is not powered, the dongle I2C pull-ups can inadvertently provide power to the ISL94202 through the RGO pin and force it into an indeterminate state. This situation must be avoided for proper EEPROM programming and also applies if the ISL94202 is in its Power-Down state. See the ISL94202 datasheet for more details.

![Figure 6. Connect Sequence](image)
3.3 Read All

After connecting press the Read All button, highlighted in Figure 7. This button reads all relevant information from the device and updates the GUI to reflect this information. Renesas recommends performing a Read All whenever the GUI is launched to prevent errors caused by a discrepancy between the GUI information and actual device settings.

![Figure 7. Read All Button](image1)

3.4 Default Settings

Upon receiving the ISL94202 evaluation kit the device EEPROM should contain the factory default values. However, if the evaluation kit has been used previously it is possible the EEPROM values have been modified, which could cause problems while using this manual. To reset the device to its default, first navigate to the Memory Map tab of the GUI. Then press the Display Factory Defaults button on the right side of the GUI, (highlighted in yellow in Figure 8). This updates the display with the factory default values for the configuration memory, but does not write the values to the device. To write the values to the device, press Write EEPROM (highlighted in green in Figure 8) to write the default values to the EEPROM. This takes a brief period of time due to the timing required to write to the device EEPROM. A confirmation message should be displayed that the EEPROM was written successfully, as shown in Figure 9. Next, click Write Registers (highlighted in red in Figure 8) to write the default configuration settings to the device registers. A confirmation message appears as shown in Figure 9 on page 9 if the registers were successfully written.

![Figure 8. Memory Map Tab](image2)
After this, the device is in its factory configuration.

### 3.5 Operating Mode

After powering on, the device enters Normal mode. The mode can be confirmed in the **Mode** box on the **Meas** tab (highlighted in Figure 10). In Normal mode the device monitors for overcurrent and scans the voltages every 32ms.

Depending on the amount of time that has elapsed between powering on the device and checking the mode, the device may no longer be in Normal mode. If the mode is displayed as **Sleep**, press the **WakeUp** button located on the ISL94202 evaluation board. If the mode is displayed as **Idle** or **Doze**, no action is required. Switch to the **System** tab. In the bottom right corner, select **Idle** from the **Mode Set** drop-down menu and press the **Write Mode** button. This puts the device into Idle mode. Press the **Read Mode** button and confirm the IN_IDLE bit is set. This sequence is shown in Figure 11.

While in Idle mode the device scans at a rate of 256ms and can perform communication. A charge or discharge current detection causes the device to transition back to Normal mode. On the bottom left of the **System** tab select 0 **Minutes** from the Idle and Doze mode timer as shown in Figure 12 on page 10. Press **Write Timers** to write the setting to the device, then press **Read Timers** to confirm the setting was written properly. This timer controls the amount of time required without a current flow detection for the ISL94202 to transition from Normal mode to Idle mode and Idle mode to Doze mode.
Press Read Mode and note that IN_IDLE is still set. This is because when Register 0x88 is used to set the device mode, the mode does not transition due to the timers. To allow the timers to cause mode transition Register 0x88 must be cleared. To do this, select Clear from the Mode Set menu then press the Write Mode button. Next, press the Read Mode button. The IN_DOZE indicator should be set as seen in Figure 13. In Doze mode, the device scan rate is once every 512ms.

Select 15 Minutes from the Idle and Doze Mode Timer drop-down list, then write and read the timers to set and confirm the mode. Next, select 0 Minutes from the Sleep Mode Timer drop-down menu and perform a Write Timers followed by a Read Timers. Next, perform a Read mode. The IN_SLEEP indicator should now be set as seen in Figure 14.

Attempt to set the device into idle by using the Mode Set drop-down menu as previously discussed and perform a Read Mode. The IN_SLEEP indicator is still set. This is because in Sleep mode the device cannot be written to. In Sleep mode, the only operational components of the ISL94202 are the 2.5V regulator and wake-up circuits. Press the WakeUp button on the ISL94202 evaluation board. This connects the CHMON pin to VBAT causing the device to think a charger is connected and takes the device out of Sleep mode.
3.6 Cell Configuration
The default cell count for the ISL94202 is three cells. To check the cell configuration of the device, navigate to the System tab and locate the region labeled 0x49 Cell Configuration. Select 8 Cells from the drop-down menu. This writes the value to Register 0x49 to configure the ISL94202 for eight cells. To confirm the value was set properly, press the Read Cell Config button (highlighted in Figure 15) and verify the label reads 8 Cells.

![Figure 15. Cell Configuration Menu](image)

3.7 Overvoltage (OV)
Navigate to the Meas tab and press the Read Measurements button to update the GUI with the latest measurements from the ISL94202. For now, look at the cell voltages as shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16. Cell Voltage Measurements](image)

The highest cell voltage of the enabled cells is highlighted in pink, and the lowest cell voltage is highlighted in blue. This information can also be found on the Meas tab, as shown in Figure 17.

![Figure 17. VcMax/VcMin Display](image)

Make mental note of the VcMax voltage and switch to the Voltage tab. Locate the boxes labeled 0x01 - 0x00 OV Threshold and 0x03 - 0x02 OV Recovery. Change the value in the threshold box to a value ~200mV beneath the VcMax value previously read and change the value in the recovery box to a value ~300mV beneath the VcMax value previously read. Next, press Write Thresh button to write the new threshold to the device and then the Read button to confirm the threshold was set properly. This entire sequence is shown in Figure 18 on page 12.

Note: When the Write Thresh button is pressed, the values entered in the boxes change to the closest possible setting. This reflects the actual value written to the device, which is the closest threshold value compatible with the device based on what was entered in the threshold box. For more information, see the ISL94202 datasheet.
If done correctly, the **OV Fault** indicator bit is also set. To confirm this, perform a **Read All**. In the **Faults And Indicators** box on the left-hand side of the GUI, the **OV** should now show. Additionally, the CFET should now be off as indicated by its gray color. **Figure 19** shows how these status indicators should look.

On the **Voltage** tab, set the **OV Threshold** and **Recovery** to their default values, which are approximately 4.25V and 4.15V, respectively. Then, press the **Clear Faults** button followed by the **Read Faults** button in the **Faults And Indicators** box. Next, perform another **Read Pwr**. The **Faults And Indicators** should display no faults, and both CFET and DFET should be enabled indicated by their green color as seen in **Figure 20**.

---

### 3.8 Overvoltage Lockout (OVLO)

On the **Voltage** tab, locate the box labeled **0x09 - 08 OV Lockout**. Adjust the value in the box to ~100mV beneath the read VcMax value. Adjust the value in the **OV Threshold** box to a value ~200mV beneath the VcMax value and **OV Recovery** ~300mV beneath the VcMax value as previously done. Perform a **Write Thresh** to write the settings to the device followed by a **Read** to confirm the settings were written properly. The **OVLO** indicator on the **Voltage** tab should now be set. Perform a **Read All** and examine the **PowerFets** and **Faults And Indicators** boxes. The **PowerFets** box should indicate the CFET has been disabled as shown in **Figure 21** on page 13.
Look at the ISL94202 evaluation board. A number of red LEDs should be lit, including one labeled PSD as shown in Figure 22.

![Figure 21. OVLO Fault](image)

This LED indicates that the PSD pin is being driven high. This pin can be used with additional external components to blow a fuse when specified out of bounds conditions occur, such as OVLO. Write the OV Threshold, OV Recovery, and OV Lockout values to their default. Perform a Clear Faults followed by a Read All to confirm that the OVLO condition is no longer present.

### 3.9 Undervoltage (UV)

Navigate back to the Meas tab and perform a Read Measurements. This time make a mental note of the VcMin voltage value and return to the Voltage tab. Locate the boxes labeled 0x05 - 04 UV Threshold and 0x07 - 06 UV recovery. Change the value in the threshold box to a value ~200mV above the previously read VcMin value, and change the value in the recovery box to a value ~300mV above the previously read VcMin. Perform a Write Thresh to write the values followed by a Read to confirm the values were set properly. The UV indicator on the Voltage tab should now be set. Perform a Read All. The GUI should display the UV fault that is present and the DFET should be off, as indicated by its gray color as shown in Figure 23 on page 14.
Return to the Voltage tab. Return the UV Threshold and UV Recovery boxes to their default values, then perform a Write Thresh followed by a Read to set and confirm the original values were set properly.

### 3.10 Undervoltage Lockout (UVLO)

On the Voltage tab locate the box labeled 0x0B - 0A UV Lockout. Adjust the value in the box to ~100mV above the read VcMin value. Adjust the value in the UV threshold box to a value ~200mV above the VcMin value and UV Recovery to a value ~300mV above the VcMin value as done previously. Perform a Write Thresh to write the thresholds to the device followed by a Read to confirm the settings were written properly. The UVLO indicator should now be set. Perform a Read All and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators boxes. The DFET should be disabled and the Faults And Indicators box should list UVLO as shown in Figure 24.

**Note:** The ISL94202 can be configured to power down when a UVLO condition occurs. To enable this, check the box labeled 0x4B.3 Enable UVLO PD on the bottom of the Voltage tab as shown in Figure 25. When the device is in power-down, it can only wake up with a charger detection (Wake up button on EvKit). If the cell voltage(s) are below the UVLO threshold the device immediately returns to power-down.

Change the values in the UV Threshold, UV Recovery, and UV Lockout boxes to their original values. Then perform a Write Thresh followed by a Clear Faults. Next, perform a Read All to confirm the settings were written properly and the UV and UVLO faults are no longer present.
3.11 Current Readings

Navigate to the **Meas** tab and perform a **Read Measurements**. The following sections are primarily concerned with the current related measurements shown in **Figure 26**. The areas to note are the **IPack** measurements, shown both as a voltage and calculated current.

![Figure 26. Current Measurements and Indicators](image)

**Note**: The values displayed in the **IPack** boxes are only accurate if there is enough current for either the Charging or Discharging bits to be set. If they are not set, the data from the IPack measurement cannot be considered reliable. In the GUI this is noted by the **IPack** boxes having a red background, as shown in **Figure 27**. To simulate a charge or discharge current, apply a voltage across the sense resistors by connecting a floating power supply to the CS1 and CS2 pins.

![Figure 27. Invalid Current Measurements](image)

3.12 Discharge Overcurrent (DOC)

Configure the board to simulate a discharge current, then navigate to the **Meas** tab and execute **Read Measurements**. Make note of the IPack measurement in mV. Then switch to the **IPack** tab and locate the drop-down menu labeled **0x16 6:4 Discharge Overcurrent Threshold** and select a value from the drop-down menu that is less than the measured IPack voltage. The value is immediately written to the device when it is selected from the drop-down menu. Perform a **Read All** and examine the **PowerFets** and **Faults And Indicators** boxes. Both FETs should be disabled and the DOC should be listed as a fault as seen in **Figure 28**.

![Figure 28. DOC Fault](image)

Return the DOC Threshold to its original value and perform a **Clear Faults** followed by a **Read All** to verify the fault is no longer present.
3.13 Discharge Short-Circuit (DSC)
On the IPack tab locate the drop-down menu labeled 0x1B - 1A Discharge Short-Circuit Threshold. Select a value less than the measured IPack voltage value. The value is immediately written to the device when it is selected from the drop-down menu. Perform a Read All and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators boxes. Both FETs should be disabled and DSC should be listed as a fault as seen in Figure 29 on page 16.

![Figure 29. DSC Fault](image)

3.14 Charge Overcurrent (COC)
Configure the board to simulate a charge current, then navigate to the Meas tab and execute Read Measurements. Confirm the charging indicator is set and make note of the IPack mV value. Return to the IPack tab and locate the drop-down menu labeled 0x18.6:4 Charge Overcurrent Threshold. Select a value from the drop-down list lower than the previously read IPack mV value. The value is immediately written to the device when it is selected from the drop-down menu. Perform a Read All and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators boxes. Both FETs should be disabled and the COC should be listed as a fault as seen in Figure 30.

![Figure 30. COC Fault](image)
3.15 Internal Over-Temperature (IOT)

Navigate to the Meas tab and perform a Read Measurements. Locate the various temperature related measurements shown in Figure 31.

Make note of the displayed ITemp value. Navigate to the Temp tab and locate the boxes labeled 0x41 - 40 Internal OT Voltage and 0x43 - 42 Internal OT Recovery Voltage as shown in Figure 32.

Change the value in the Internal OT Voltage box to a value ~150mV less than the measured ITemp voltage. Change the value in the Internal OT Recovery Voltage box to a value ~100mV less than the measured ITemp voltage. Perform a Write Thresh to write the settings to the device then a Read to confirm the setting was written properly. The IOT fault indicator on the Temp tab should now be set. Perform a Read Faults in the Faults And Indicators box and a Read Pwr in the PowerFets box. The Faults and Indicator section should display that an IOT fault is present, and CFET and DFET should both be disabled as shown by their gray color, as seen below in Figure 33.

Return the IOT Voltage and IOT Recovery Voltage values to their original values and perform a Write Thresh. Then perform a Clear Faults followed by a Read All to confirm that the IOT Voltage values were properly set and the IOT fault is no longer present.
3.16 Charge Over-Temperature (COT)

Go to the Meas tab and perform a Read Measurements. Make note of the Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Switch to the Temp tab and locate the boxes labeled 0x31 - 30 Charge OT Voltage and 0x33 - 32 Charge OT Recovery Voltage as shown in Figure 34.

Note: For the COT/CUT and DOT/DUT faults to set, the corresponding charge/discharge current direction bit must also be set.

Replace the value in the Charge OT Voltage box with a value 50mV above the Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Replace the value in the Charge OT Recovery Voltage box with a value 100mV above the Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Perform a Write Thresh followed by a Read to set the new voltage thresholds and confirm they were properly set. The COT indicator on the Temp tab should now be set. Perform a Read All and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators boxes. The CFET should now be disabled and COT should be listed in the Faults And Indicators box as seen in Figure 35.

Change the Charge OT Voltage and Charge OT Recovery voltages to their default values and perform a Write Thresh followed by a Clear Faults. Perform a Read All to confirm the voltage thresholds were written properly and the fault is no longer present.
3.17 Charge Under-Temperature (CUT)

On the Temp Tab locate the boxes labeled 0x35 - 34 Charge UT Voltage and 0x37 - 36 Charge UT Recovery Voltage shown in Figure 36.

![Figure 36. Charge Under-Temperature Thresholds](image)

Replace the value in the Charge UT Voltage box with a value ~50mV below the measured Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values and replace the value in the Charge UT Recovery Voltage box with a value ~100mV below the measured Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Perform a Write Thresh followed by a Read to write the thresholds to the device and confirm they were written properly. The CUT indicator on the Temp tab should now be set.

Perform a Read All and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators blocks. The DFET should be disabled and CUT should be listed in the Faults And Indicators box as shown in Figure 37.

![Figure 37. CUT Fault](image)

Write the Charge UT Voltage and Charge UT Recovery Voltage values to their original value and perform a Write Thresh. Next, perform a Read All to confirm the voltage thresholds were set properly and the CUT fault is no longer present.
3.18 Discharge Over-Temperature (DOT)

On the Temp tab locate the boxes labeled 0x39 - 38 Discharge OT Voltage and 0x3B - 3A Discharge OT Recovery Voltage, highlighted in Figure 38.

**Note:** For the DOT/DUT faults to set, the discharge current direction bit must also be set.

Replace the value in the Discharge OT Voltage box with a value 50mV above the Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Replace the value in the Discharge OT Recovery Voltage box with a value 100mV above the Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Perform a **Write Thresh** followed by a **Read** to set the new voltage thresholds and confirm they were properly set. The DOT indicator on the Temp tab should now also be set. Perform a **Read All** and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators boxes. The DFET should be disabled, and DOT should be listed in the Faults and Indicator box as seen in Figure 39.

Write the Discharge OT Voltage and Discharge OT Recovery Voltage values to their original values and perform a **Write Thresh**. Next, perform a **Read All** to confirm the voltage thresholds were set properly and the DOT fault is no longer present.
3.19 Discharge Under-Temperature (DUT)

On the Voltage tab locate the boxes labeled 0x3D - 3C Discharge UT Voltage and 0x3F - 3E Discharge UT Recovery Voltage shown in Figure 40.

![Figure 40. Discharge Under-Temperature Thresholds](image)

Replace the value in the Discharge UT Voltage box with a value ~50mV below the measured Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values and replace the value in the Discharge UT Recovery Voltage box with a value ~100mV below the measured Ex. Temp 1 and Ex. Temp 2 values. Perform a Write Thresh followed by a Read to write the thresholds to the device and confirm they were written properly. The DUT indicator on the Temp tab should now be set.

Perform a Read All and examine the PowerFets and Faults And Indicators blocks. The DFET should be disabled and DUT should be listed in the Faults And Indicators box as shown in Figure 41.

![Figure 41. DUT Fault](image)

Restore the Discharge UT Voltage and Discharge UT Recovery Voltage values back to their original values and perform a Write Thresh followed by a Clear Faults. Next, perform a Read All to confirm the voltage thresholds were written properly and the fault is no longer present.
3.20 Cell Fail

Go to the **Meas** tab and perform a **Read Measurements**. Locate the dVCell value (highlighted in **Figure 42**).

![Figure 42. dVCell Value](image)

Switch to the **CB** tab and locate the boxes labeled **0x21 - 20 CB Min Delta Threshold** and **0x23 - 22 CB Max Delta Threshold** (highlighted in **Figure 43**).

![Figure 43. Cell Balance Delta Thresholds](image)

Replace the value in the **CB Min Delta Threshold** box with a 0. Replace the value in the **CB Max Delta Threshold** with a value beneath the previously read dVCell. Perform a **Write Thresh** followed by a **Read** and confirm the thresholds were set properly. Next, perform a Read All and examine the Powerfets box and Faults And Indicators box. The CFET and DFET should be disabled and the **Faults And Indicators** box should list **CELL FAIL** as shown in **Figure 44 on page 23**.
Return the CB Min Delta Threshold and CB Max Delta Threshold to their original values and perform a **Write Thresh**. Next, perform a **Read All** to confirm the thresholds were written properly.

Switch to the **System** tab and look at the group of check boxes labeled **0x4A System Settings** (highlighted in **Figure 45**). Check Bit 7 **CELL PSD** and press the **Write** button, followed by a **Read**. The box should remain checked indicating the bit was successfully written to the device. Perform the same steps to create a cell fail condition and examine the ISL94202 evaluation board. The PSD LED should now be illuminated. This is because the CELLF PSD causes the device to drive the PSD pin high when a CELLF condition occurs.

![Figure 44. Cell Fail Fault](image)

**Figure 44. Cell Fail Fault**

![Figure 45. System Settings Register Control Area](image)

**Figure 45. System Settings Register Control Area**
4. Demonstration GUI

The evaluation GUI includes a demonstration GUI designed to highlight some of the key features and behaviors of the ISL94202.

4.1 Launching the GUI

To launch the demonstration, first press the green Connect button. If the device is not connected, the demonstration GUI does not launch and you are prompted with an error message. After connecting, press the Launch Demo button to bring up the demo GUI.

![Image of Connect button](image1)

Figure 46. Launching the Demo GUI

4.2 Initializing the Demonstration GUI

After launching the demo GUI press the Demo Init button on the left side of the GUI. This configures the ISL94202 with settings appropriate for demonstration then reads these settings into the GUI.

![Image of Demo Init button](image2)

Figure 47. Demo Init Button
4.3 Demonstration System Read

The Begin Reading button (highlighted below) causes the GUI to begin continuously reading all relevant information from the device into the demonstration GUI. This begins a continuous read in which the GUI updates with the latest information from the device every two seconds.

![Begin Reading Button](image)

4.4 Demonstration Graphing

The demonstration GUI enables graphing of measurements of interest versus time.

**Note:** The graphing function must generate an image in the directory in which the workbook is stored to function properly.

To use the graphing function a continuous read must be in progress, otherwise the Start Graphing button is grayed out and locked.

![Graph Type Options](image)

When a continuous read has been started, the Start Graphing button can be pressed. The graph displays information based on which option is selected in the Graph Type section. The VCell option displays the voltage of each cell, the temperature option shows both internal and auxiliary temperatures, and the VPack/IPack option shows the VPack and IPack values. When graphing has started you can freely switch between the three graph types without erasing the data for any of them.
4. Demonstration GUI

If you want to more closely examine the data that is used to make the graphs, it can be seen on the Graph Sheet tab of the GUI workbook. This data gets erased every time Start Graphing is pressed.

4.5 Demonstration Threshold Modification

Demo Init sets some of the key thresholds in the ISL94202 to values more useful than that of the default values, but these values may need to be modified further. To modify any of the available settings, simply change the value in the boxes, then press the Write Thresholds button. A system read should be performed to confirm the settings were written correctly.
4.6 Demonstration Fault Indicators/Clearing

The bottom left side of the screen provides fault indicators. If any of the faults listed are detected during a scan, the corresponding Fault box turns red. This can be seen for VCell OV in Figure 53. Pressing Clear Faults writes these bits to 0, but keep in mind some faults cannot be written low while the fault condition persists.

![Figure 53. Demonstration Fault Display](image)

4.7 Exiting the Demonstration GUI

To return to the evaluation GUI from the demonstration GUI simply press the Exit Demo button in the top left corner of the display.

![Figure 54. Demonstration Exit Button](image)
5. Appendix

5.1 Appendix A - GUI Overview

The values displayed in Figure 55 are the factory default values. This tab functions identically to the ISL94202 Standalone EEPROM Programmer GUI. For detailed instructions on proper programming, see the ISL94202 EEPROM Programmer User’s Guide.

The Memory Map tab displays the values of all registers that have EEPROM associated with them or the User EEPROM space. The Display Factory Defaults button updates the GUI to show the default values for the EEPROM. The Read Registers button updates the Memory Map tab for values 0x00 through 0x4B with the values that are currently stored in the connected device shadow registers. Read EEPROM updates the Memory Map tab with the values stored in the device EEPROM, including the User EEPROM space. The Read File button updates the Memory Map tab from your selected text file. Text files are generated by the evaluation GUI, stand-alone EEPROM programmer, and legacy ISL94202 evaluation GUI.

Note: Display Factory Defaults, Read File, Read EEPROM, and Read Registers only update the values displayed in the Memory Map tab, it does not update the values in the device. The Write Registers button updates the shadow registers associated with addresses 0x00 through 0x04B with the values displayed in the Memory Map. The Write EEPROM button updates the EEPROM for addresses 0x00 through 0x04B and the User EEPROM. The Write File button allows you to create a text file copy of the Memory Map.

![Memory Map](image-url)
The **Meas** tab allows you to see the ISL94202 measurement results from a scan. The equations used to convert from the digital value to the displayed measurement value can be found in the ISL94202 datasheet and the included GUI source code.

The IPack current measurement is calculated by dividing the IPack voltage by the RSense resistor value stored on the **IPack** tab.
The System tab contains various settings related to overall system behavior including which cells are present, mode transition timers and delays, mode status bits, and other miscellaneous options.
The Voltage tab allows you to view and change various thresholds and settings related to cell voltage. Options include the overvoltage and undervoltage fault thresholds, recovery thresholds, and delay time outs. Additional voltage options include the sleep level voltage, low voltage charge level, and end-of-charge voltage. There are a number of miscellaneous settings including if DFET can be on during an undervoltage condition, CFET can be on during an overvoltage condition, UVLO causing PD, charge detect pulse width, and load detect pulse width. The UVLO, UV, OVLO, and OV fault status indicators are also found on this tab.
The **Temp** tab allows you to view and change various settings related to temperature fault and recovery thresholds. See the ISL94202 datasheet for additional information on temperature conversions and calculations. The various temperature fault indicators are also duplicated on this tab.
The IPack tab allows you to view and modify settings related to pack current. The discharge overcurrent, charge overcurrent and discharge short-circuit thresholds, and timeouts can be adjusted on this tab along with the current gain setting. Importantly, this is where you can set the RSense value the GUI uses to calculate the current displayed on the Meas tab. Press Write Thresh to store the value after changing it.
The CB or Cell Balance tab is comprised of two sub-tabs. The first sub-tab is the Setup tab. This tab contains configuration options for cell balancing behavior, including the cell balance on-time and off-time and if cell balancing can occur during discharge, charge, or end-of-charge. The Cell Balance FET Control Bits can also be read and written to on this tab. See the ISL94202 datasheet before attempting to use these bits, as they require certain settings related to MCU control options (register 0x87, see Systems tab) being enabled or disabled.
The second sub-tab in the CB tab is the **Threshold** tab. This tab allows you to view and modify thresholds related to cell balancing. These include the various voltage and temperature limits in which cell balancing is allowed to occur. The fault indicators related to cell balancing are also duplicated on this tab.

![Figure 62. Threshold Tab](image-url)
The **Faults** tab shows the status of the various fault and status bits contained in the ISL94202.

![Faults Tab Image](image-url)

### Figure 63. Faults Tab

The **Faults** tab shows the status of the various fault and status bits contained in the ISL94202.
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Notice

1. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of semiconductor products and application examples. You are fully responsible for the incorporation or any other use of the circuits, software, and information in the design of your product or system. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses and damages incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information.

2. Renesas Electronics hereby expressly disclaims any warranties against and liability for infringement or any other claims involving patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights of third parties, by or arising from the use of Renesas Electronics products or technical information described in this document, including but not limited to, the product data, drawings, charts, programs, algorithms, and application examples.

3. No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of Renesas Electronics or others.

4. You shall not alter, modify, copy, or reverse engineer any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses or damages incurred by you or third parties arising from such alteration, modification, copying or reverse engineering.

5. Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following two quality grades: "Standard" and "High Quality". The intended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the product's quality grade, as indicated below.

   * **Standard**: Computers; office equipment; communications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic equipment; industrial robots; etc.

   * **High Quality**: Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control (traffic lights); large-scale communication equipment; key financial terminal systems; safety control equipment; etc.

Unless expressly designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Renesas Electronics data sheet or other Renesas Electronics document, Renesas Electronics products are not intended or authorized for use in products or systems that may pose a direct threat to human life or bodily injury (artificial life support devices or systems; surgical implantations; etc.), or may cause serious property damage (space system; undersea repeaters; nuclear power control systems; aircraft control systems; key plant systems; military equipment; etc.). Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any damages or losses incurred by you or any third parties arising from the use of any Renesas Electronics product that is inconsistent with any Renesas Electronics data sheet, user's manual or other Renesas Electronics document.

6. When using Renesas Electronics products, refer to the latest product information (data sheets, user's manuals, application notes, "General Notes for Handling and Using Semiconductor Devices" in the reliability handbook, etc.), and ensure that usage conditions are within the ranges specified by Renesas Electronics with respect to maximum ratings, operating power supply voltage range, heat dissipation characteristics, installation, etc. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any malfunctions, failure or accident arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products outside of such specified ranges.

7. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of Renesas Electronics products, semiconductor products have specific characteristics, such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Unless designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Renesas Electronics data sheet or other Renesas Electronics document, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. You are responsible for implementing safety measures to guard against the possibility of bodily injury, injury or damage caused by fire, and/or danger to the public in the event of a failure or malfunction of Renesas Electronics products, such as safety design for hardware and software, including but not limited to redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult and impractical, you are responsible for evaluating the safety of the final products or systems manufactured by you.

8. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product. You are responsible for carefully and sufficiently investigating applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive, and using Renesas Electronics products in compliance with all these applicable laws and regulations. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable laws and regulations.

9. Renesas Electronics products and technologies shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any applicable domestic or foreign laws or regulations. You shall comply with any applicable export control laws and regulations promulgated and administered by the governments of any countries asserting jurisdiction over the parties or transactions.

10. It is the responsibility of the buyer or distributor of Renesas Electronics products, or any other party who distributes, disposes of, or otherwise sells or transfers the product to a third party, to notify such third party in advance of the contents and conditions set forth in this document.

11. This document shall not be reprinted, reproduced or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.

12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document or Renesas Electronics products.

(Note1) "Renesas Electronics" as used in this document means Renesas Electronics Corporation and also includes its directly or indirectly controlled subsidiaries.

(Note2) "Renesas Electronics product(s)" means any product developed or manufactured by or for Renesas Electronics.
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